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4 Stages under one roof
Just outside of Prague
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4 STAGES UNDER ONE ROOF
Facility Layout
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Backlot 2 at the edge of the town of Milin. With 
several unique features which NO other studios have:

This runs about 1/4 mile. Due to the fact that the paved 

road is sunken, it is NOT visible while shooting from the filed direction. 

The sunken road is visible to the right side of this satellite picture.

Extremely quiet and large. Surrounded by three 

types of forests (see photos below next slide)

360-degree clear span without any sign of 

civilization (see photos next slide)

1 + foot sunken paved road with various foliage 

foreground running parallel with a field road in 

various distances from 6 feet to 200 feet. 

Ideal for chases or drive by's (modern or historic) 

filmed from either side.
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By changing directions and lenses this has 
"an infinite" distance. Backlot 2 is not included 
in the rate card. The rental fee is $ 80 dollars a day.
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Panorama of Backlot 2 facing south
(sunken chase road is in the tree line to the left)

Panorama Backlot 2 facing North 
(sunken chase road is to the right in the tree line) filled road is visible just center right.
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STAGES A, B &C
are all identical

just under 10,000 sq ft (900 SqM) each

Stage A
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STAGES A, B &C
are all identical

just under 10,000 sq ft (900 SqM) each

Stage B
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STAGES A, B &C
are all identical

just under 10,000 sq ft (900 SqM) each

Stage C
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 Stage D

used for running battles, underground 

Metro station, Zombie attacks etc...

About 400 feet (110 m) long with access for large 

vehicles, Trucks, Armored personal carriers etc...
*set as seen, is a spaceship corridor
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 is smaller at 6000sqft (550SqM) 
and has equipment lockers within.

Corridor
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Studio Rental Per Stage Pricing 2020 
Discounts apply to longer stays on multiple stages

$500          $600           $3,000       $3,600                STAGE A

$500          $600           $3,000       $3,600                STAGE B

$500          $600           $3,000       $3,600                STAGE C

$300          $400           $1,800        $2,400               STAGE D

$300            -----             $1,800          -----                     Shooting corridor E

$2,100       $2,200        $12,600     $13,200USD       Total: Whole complex

day w/o      day with      week w/o    week with



$500          $600           $3,000       $3,600                STAGE A

$500          $600           $3,000       $3,600                STAGE B

$500          $600           $3,000       $3,600                STAGE C

$300          $400           $1,800        $2,400               STAGE D

$300            -----             $1,800          -----                     Shooting corridor E

$2,100       $2,200        $12,600     $13,200USD       Total: Whole complex

Studio Services and Discounts

Studio Options and Discounts Additional Services Available

Includes parking, offices and water consumption 

(excluding Water Tank)

Excludes any crew, power, phone and related 

matters.

Weekly rate for 1 to 2 weeks rental as per 

above (rates are based on 6 day week).

Weekly rate of 3 to 4 weeks rental is calculated 

on daily rate x 5

Weekly rate of 5 to 6 weeks, rental is calculated 

on daily rate x 4

Weekly rate of more than 6 weeks rental is 

calculated on daily rate x 3

Weekly rate of more than 6 weeks rental is 

calculated on daily rate x 3

Complete crew staffing, pre-production, 

scouting, transportation, production

Pre-production facilities and offices

Scheduling and budgeting

BRITCAN FILM STUDIOS THROUGH BRITCAN 

MEDIA CAN SUPPLY

Line Producer

CZ liaison

Production Management and production 

planning in CZ, Canada, UK, and USA

*USD / VAT NOT INCLUDED*USD / VAT NOT INCLUDED



Covid 19
precaution
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Due to COVID 19 concerns, BCFS has taken precau-

tions to ensure the safety of all Cast, Crew and Produc-

tion personnel.

 These precautions include COVID testing and isola-

tion procedures for all production personnel prior to 

production.

BCFS is uniquely located to offer natural isolation from 

city influences.

The studio facility is situated only 30 mins outside 

Prague’s DT core, but this offers a natural barrier 

against possible infection. All personal are tested prior 

to reporting for work and are isolated during the 

entire shoot.

 Hotels for Cast and Crew are located outside the city 

bubble, within minutes of the studio facility and again 

offers, natural isolation for the protection of all.



Accommodations for Cast & Crew

https://www.panstvi.cz/en/

 Panství Dlouhá Lhota

http://www.hotelumilina.cz/en_GB/

Umilína
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BCFS has a unique location, and is only 30 mins 
from the DT core of Prague central.

In many cases travel time is less than working through 
the busy streets of Prague and yet offers full facilities.

The studio also boasts excellent sound proofing and 
has the ability to manage sizable pyrotechnics because 
of its construction. It also has an 8,000 gallon water tank 
fitted with optical glass for filming. 25’ ceilings allow for 
a wide range of lighting grids.

Additional
informations
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Production, wardrobe, props and 

equipment offices are all on site with 

direct access to the stages.

Significant parking is available and direct 

access to the backlot surrounds the facility.

Accommodations are readily available, a 5 

Star Hotel for ATL is only 8 mins from set, 

as well as BTL Hotel next to the facility.
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CONTACT

John Curtis Susannah d’Arcy Sharon Christensen
LOS ANGELES PRAGUE

jcurtis@britcanmedia.com susannah@britcanmedia.com sharon@britcanmedia.com


